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2048 harry potter unblocked

A true fan of the Harry Potter movie series .... To the fans, I share how to make a Harry Potter ring. The necessary materials are from 1 January 2007. Copper wire 8-9 inches and not so much thick.2. A pencil that circles3. Nail polishIng Take the pen and wire, just make a round with the help of a pen to
make sure there is a place to make a scar on Harry Potter. Then leaving some room to make the second round so that it looks like a sight. (please see picture) Just bend the place we are left in the scar sometimes so that it looks like the scar of Harry Potter. Now make a loop ring ring of your size. If you
want to use nail polish paint you can use it. (please see picture) That's ALLDON'T forget to vote for me to take part in a budget contest, participated in the Places Contest, Part of the Rings Challenge One of my favorite things about the Harry Potter series is the spirit of fun that passes through the books.
While we readers know that dark things are constantly lurking, darkness doesn't make light moments stand out that much more. From Fred and George's practical jokes, Harry and Ron's sarcastic wit, to moments where magic is as moody as you want it to be, it's a lot of fun in the Harry Potter books. Of
course, Harry has a bit of a hard life at times: he's an orphan, the Dursleys aren't super nice relatives, and Voldemort is constantly plotting his back (as well as killing people in the process). So yes, darkness makes the transition to things. After all, one doesn't always feel like laughs when one fights one of
the most evil wizards ever. But there's a reason this series inspired hilarious parodies like The Very Potter Musical: despite the sadness, and despite the evil, these wizards still know how to have a good time. As Dumbledore says in the movies: Happiness can be found even in the darkest times, when
someone remembers only turning on the light. So sit back and enjoy some quotes from HP that made you wish you went to Hogwarts because it just seemed like pure fun.1. They sat for an hour, eating everything they could spear gar on a roasting fork - bread, English muffins, marshmallows - and
drawing ways to get Malfoy outcasts that were fun to talk about even if they didn't work.-J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone-J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone-J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets-George Weasley , Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban - J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Coming - Fred Weasley, Harry Potter and the Fire Towel - J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix – J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix – J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone – Peeves, Harry Potter and the
Death Images: Bros Warner Pictures of Draco Malfoy is a naughty bully and everyone's favorite bad boy. Dressed in the colors of Slytherin House, Draco's attire shows her tie, scarf and robe. Slytherin Scarf's green and silver Slytherin scarf is easy to pull by the hot bonding pieces felt together, similar to
making a Harry Potter's scarf. If you can't find the silver, the hall works just as well. Slytherin TieStart looks green tie, and then strip it up with silver enamel paint and brush. Fabric puff colors also work and add a bit of texture to the tie. Again, place the ruler against the tie to keep your lines straight.
Slytherin RobeA Slytherin robe can also be achieved in a black ness robe. Color inside green fabric color for authentic look. ApparelLet white button-down shirt, black or gray vest to wear over, a pair of black pants and black dress shoes. HairDraco wears its platinum blonde locks, which are right between
the ears. It's usually known as a bowl cut because it can be achieved by sticking a bowl on top of your head and cutting around. For the younger Malfoy look, slick his hair back and left side. For the elder Malfoy's rendition, style your bangs with a bit of gel to create a small part at the center of your
forehead, and then leave the bangs to hang your eyes. If you don't have the right hair color, spring with a cheap blonde wig. Wand Follow the instructions of harry potter's wand to make it an added accessory. All the big news about James Sirius Potter makes us wonder if we'll ever get a Harry Potter
sequel. J.K. Rowling said she had no interest in returning to Harry, but what about the next generation? With 12 Weasley grandchildren running around Hogwarts, there are certainly plenty of secrets and shenanigans for Rowling to tell us everything. The Harry Potter fandom received a dose of
rejuvenation on September 1, when Rowling tweeted James Sirius on the first day of Hogwarts, and even added to her house placement. Now we're all wondering what secrets he has left. I've already written about the character futures of Potterheads behind Rowling's reveal, but it only scratches the
surface. The sequel to the series after the extended Weasley clan - which of course includes Harry and Ginny's three children - could tell us so much more. These are the six most fantastic and controversial things I think can happen in the Harry Potter sequel. They're not all happy, and you might disagree
with some of them, but I think I've struck after some important components that could make the sequel - if Rowling ever gets around writing this - truly amazing. Albus Severus Potter becoming a Slytherin Sorting Hat made it clear that Harry would do well as part of Slytherin, but because he didn't want
any part in that infamous house, Harry ended up in Gryffindor instead. Years later, when Harry's youngest son, Albus Severus, confesses his concerns about the liquidation of Slytherin, an adult boy who lived tells him not to worry that the Variety Hat takes into account his wishes. It would be very boring if
Harry only produced produce. Gryffindors and Slytherin's baby would be a perfect addition to the Gryffindor-heavy Weasley clan. For the amazing Harry Potter sequel, Albus Severus just needs to be sorted into Slytherin House.Neville Longbottom becomes HeadmasterFans has maintained for a long time
that Herbology professor Neville Longbottom will take over Hogwarts after Minerva McGongall's retirement. Rowling hasn't confirmed it as a canon yet, but it makes sense. Longbottoms don't have any confirmed kids, yet, so having Neville assume the role would continue the tradition among Hogwarts
Headmasters. And who doesn't want the Horcrux destroyer and the Sword Gryffindor-wielder to lead Hogwarts after this climaological battle? Dolores Umbridge escapes from Azkaban. That's the worst thing possible, isn't it? But to be honest, you need a villain for the next generation of witches and



wizards who face. There's no reason not to make this villain the most universally hated among fictional characters, so Umbridge certainly needs to be able to get out of Azkaban. Whether he then kidnaps young children and feeds them cats is completely up to Rowling, however. Weasley/Malfoy
RomanceHarry Potter and the Death Bunny Epilogue, ron tells his daughter Rose to surpass Draco Malfoy's son Scorpius, every chance he has. This simple statement blew the wind into the rose/Scorpius ship's sails, and now many Potterheads - myself included - are convinced that when Rowling writes
the Harry Potter sequel, there will be a Weasley/Malfoy romance in the mix. Luna Lovegood and Rolf scamander take over HagridIt only makes sense that Luna Lovegood and her husband, Rolf Scamander, would take over teaching Care of Magical Creatures when Hagrid retires. Of course, Hagrid's
retirement could be quite a way down the line, given that his giant blood gives him a much longer life span than a human. However, as the wizarding world naturalists, Luna and Rolf are the logical choice for descendants. McGonagall DiesLook, I don't want McGonagall dying more than you. He's my
second favorite Hogwarts professor, and I've come to love him very much. But the headmistress of Hogwarts isn't getting any younger, and I don't think it's a terrible idea that Harry's children are going to face the loss of a beloved professor like he did. McGonagall's death doesn't have to be as traumatic
as Dumbledore's, but it should certainly be in the Harry Potter sequels. Pictures: Warner Bros.; Giphy (6) Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Get all the best moments in pop culture and entertainment delivered to your inbox. February 1, 2001 11 min read This story
appears in the February 2001 issue of Entrepreneur. Subscribe » If you're like us at Entrepreneur, and like millions of kids and adults around the world, you're not only a fan of the Harry Potter books-you're a fan of cancellation. It seems that the next book in the series, Harry Potter and the Order until
2002, the commission may not be able to provide the commission with the right to a You have two options: Go crazy, or read this article. Like many entrepreneurs, Harry Potter author J.K. Rowling began humble digs and big dreams. He had to retype the entire manuscript of [the first] book because he
couldn't afford to have it copied, notes Jeff Blackman, a business growth specialist in Glenview, Illinois, and author of Hit$ (descendants). Now more than 30 million [Harry Potter] books have been sold. It's a remarkable testimony to [his] persistence and passion. Rowling studied French and literature in
college, not business. But he worked for several years at the Chamber of Commerce in Manchester, England. Maybe something rubbed off because young Potter can teach us a lot about running his own business. We're not going to make this up. Even the Wall Street Journal ran a story about how the
business Muggles are embracing books, citing emails like owls and ATMs like Gringotts. (Confused by that sentence? Consult Potter's mouth.) Of course, since the Harry Potter books are ostensibly for children, some hidden and not-so-hidden business story may seem fundamental. But like all eternal
truths, it's a good idea to look at them again from time to time. So take your milk and biscuits, get a chair and read the story... Book One: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone Book Two: Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets Book Three: Harry Potter and the Azkaban Book Four: Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire Book One: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone Plot: Ten years old orphan Harry Potter's closet lives under the stairs of his uncaring relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Dursleys, and their dimwitted son, Dudley. Harry will find out he has the wizard's blood and he must go to Kings Cross 93 4 platform
train station to travel to Hogwarts, the Wizard's School. There, for the first time, Harry finds friends. He also faces his enemy, Lord Voldemort. Business Lesson No 1: Understand the different cultures of your company. On Harry's first day at Hogwarts, he and other first-year students meet at Sorting Hat,
who tells his audience: Try me and I'll tell you / Where you should be. Once donned, Hat sends each student to one of the four dormitories: Gryffindor, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw or Slytherin. The most talented wizards (including Harry) are sent to Gryffindor, and the meanest legs in Slytherin, where you'll find
Draco Malfoy, the most evil high school student in the fictional universe. Do you know what's really going on in your company? If you're not sure, check out shadow knows tips to determine which of your employees provide real power. The bigger your business gets, the more cultures it has-and you have to
be aware of them, says Don Andersson, a business coach in Cranford, New Jersey and author of Hire For Fit (Oak-hill Press). When he read the first Harry Potter He immediately noticed how Hogwarts' academic culture reflects that business world. If you want a new hire to develop, the person making
the recruitment decisions needs to understand your corporate culture well enough to know where it [the candidate] is best, says Andersson. A worker can have wonderful skills, but in the wrong culture, they really [work]. Business class 2: If you have a company, you better be in good company. Your
partners and employees are everything; You do understand that, don't you? This wisdom is illustrated by Harry's best friends Hermione Granger and Ron Weasley. Hermione lies to the professor to keep Harry and Ron struggling to face the troll, and Ron risks death in a live-action chess game so Harry
can prevent a witch's stone from falling into the wrong hands. But loyalty is not enough. You also need employees and partners who will tell you what they think, not what you want to hear. And if they're smart, the better. Potter Mouth If you haven't read the books, here's a quick guide to the basic
concepts: 9: The platform on which the train leaves to take Harry to Hogwarts. You'll never find it if you're a mule. Gringotts: a bank where wizards keep their money; Fierce goblins are watching it. Hogwarts: Seven-year-old magic academy Harry will attend. Mudblood: a derogatory slang term for the
offspring of muggle and magical parents. Muggle: a person who has no magical powers. It can be said as an insult or with the pity of the tinge in your voice. Owls: Owls carry messages back-to-back not as fast as e-mail, but more fun. Quidditch: Think football brooms, and you have an idea. Book Two:
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets Plot: Harry returns to Hogwarts a year later to discover that the evil creature is becoming students in living shapes. Business Lesson 1: The initiative will be rewarded. Sometimes you have to bend or even break the rules. Caryn Beck-Dudley, a professor of
business law and ethics at Utah State University, Logan, notes: If you kicked Hogwarts students out every time they made a mistake, you wouldn't have stayed in a very virtuous organization. And you wouldn't even have Harry Potter. When you try to create a work environment that makes people come to
work, treating people as people should be at the top of your list. Learn how to manage your employee better to learn how to do this. Just as traders rarely stick to the 9-5 regimen, Harry breaks a curfew to sneak around the school and fight evil. When he flies his broom against the commands, he's not
punished-actually, he's rewarded with the coveted spot on the Quidditch team. Why? Because he flew to help a classmate, and he's the best broom-flyer the school has seen to the delight of students, professors and even principal Albus Dumbledore. But if Dumbledore were like many bosses, says Beck-
Dudley, he would focus on the bad things Harry did. Then either Harry left and took his skills elsewhere, or crushed. Business Lesson 4: Create a caring working environment. If Harry Potter worked for most companies, he'd have been fired by now, he'd confirm Beck-Dudley. Sometimes a harsh
punishment is not the best remedy, he notes. Business owners often fire someone because it's the easiest [route] without deploring it, creating an environment where people are afraid and not productive. Hogwarts covers everyone. You won't be severely punished if you don't succeed. Poor Neville [one of
the students] tries hard, but never quite does it and is still part of the group. The focus is on how he helps, not how he doesn't. Book three: Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban Plot: Our hero returns to Hogwarts hoping to stay away from notorious murderer Sirius Black. Business Lesson 5:
Networking is running. This theme runs throughout the series, but seems best illustrated in this installment. Harry and Hermione are good at making contacts that pay off. Before the book begins, Hermione has arranged three classes with one teacher at a time (through time trips) and academically to
progress. But Harry is the king of the network. In the Chamber of Secrets, he meets Dobby, a house fairy who later saves his life with the advice of a firegola. In Azkaban, Fred and George Weasley (Ron brothers and Harry's classmates) give Harry a map of Hogwarts, showing where individuals are at any
given time. Toakas, Harry helps his opponent, Cedric Diggory, during the Triwizard Tournament; Later, Cedric returned a favor. If it wasn't for his contacts, Harry probably would have done it a long time ago. Do you need to put your networking skills together? Make Connectioncan say just what you need
to know to meet and greet the best of them. Business Lesson 6: If necessary, cancel your business plan. Little goes as Harry expects, but he learns to be flexible in this book. (If you haven't read it and want to, consider skipping this section.) After hearing he can't visit the magical village of Hogsmeade
with his fellow students, Harry plans to spend the day reading. But when he gets a secret card from school, he discovers a tunnel in Hogsmeade-which later helps him uncover the villains. And while many heroes (entrepreneurs) could be forgiven for not wanting to team up with someone who was once in
the competition, Harry befriends Sirius, who becomes one of his closest allies. Harry's willingness to quickly change direction impressed Blackman. The choices you make affect your future, he explains. Do you decide to innovate, emulate or vegetate? If you're the last one, you might as well quit. So much
of Harry Potter deals with innovation thinking from a creatively unique perspective. Dumbledore muses, the consequences of our actions are always so complex, so diverse that predicting the future is very difficult for business indeed. You can make predictions for your company, but you can't count on
them. Book four: Harry And the coming Plot: Harry goes back to Hogwarts and competes in the Triwizard Tournament. Business Lesson No 7: Entrepreneurs triumph over big companies. Anne Warfield, business coach, professional speaker and owner of Impression Management Professionals in
Minneapolis, thinks that a business lesson is the most important of the books. No matter how insignificant we think we are, we can have a powerful influence, he says. It is important to get the resources to develop this potential for yourself. Harry's doing just that at Hogwarts and ending up winning Lord
Voldemort. Business Lesson 8: Adequate funding is important. Invest wisely. The money Harry inherits from his parents and saves along the way allows him to give money when George and Fred Weasley need funding for their magical joke shop. Who would have thought? Harry Potter may not grow into
an entrepreneur, but he's already a venture capitalist. Rating For Fun we asked business experts how Harry and his cohorts would fare as operators. Harry Potter features: kind, ethical, bold, stubborn, independent as an entrepreneur: He'd be great. He would be willing to work through the problems to find
the answer, says business coach Anne Warfield of Impression Management Professionals. His Achilles heel: He may not count on others enough to handle each adventure on his own. Like the spiders, he didn't think through the danger he was putting on Ron because his quest to get an answer was
driving him, says Warfield, referring to the time Eane convinced Ron to accompany him to the forbidden forest secrets chamber. Ron Weasley Features: loyal, brave, ethical, but sometimes envious of their more successful entrepreneur: He should partner with a friend or mentor. He would be a better vice
president than [ceo], says Warfield. He's got character strength, but... His Achilles heel: Driving is difficult for Ron, adds Warfield. He hopes Harry and Hermione put these ideas forward. Hermione Granger Features: intelligent, ambitious, loyal, very ethical, serious, kind, friendly as an entrepreneur: He'd
probably do better than Harry. He is logical, detailed and has connections, says Warfield. He would be the most visionary and insightful. His Achilles heel: He can over-work with his people, says Warfield. He doesn't know how to relieve himself. Draco Malfoy Features: medium, unethical, evil, the kind of
guy who'd send orphans Father's Day cards as an entrepreneur: His type often goes far, says business professor Caryn Beck-Dudley of Utah State University. He would be surrounded by yes men and would manipulate that way to happen, adds Warfield. He would be successful as long as he got the
organization going and then sold it. His Achilles heel: He's evil, and you know what usually happens to a bad guy in the end. Finally.
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